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Abstract
Deep CNNs are known to exhibit the following peculiar-
ity: on the one hand they generalize extremely well to a test
set, while on the other hand they are extremely sensitive to
so-called adversarial perturbations. The extreme sensitivity
of high performance CNNs to adversarial examples casts
serious doubt that these networks are learning high level
abstractions in the dataset. We are concerned with the fol-
lowing question: How can a deep CNN that does not learn
any high level semantics of the dataset manage to gener-
alize so well? The goal of this article is to measure the
tendency of CNNs to learn surface statistical regularities of
the dataset. To this end, we use Fourier filtering to construct
datasets which share the exact same high level abstractions
but exhibit qualitatively different surface statistical regular-
ities. For the SVHN and CIFAR-10 datasets, we present two
Fourier filtered variants: a low frequency variant and a ran-
domly filtered variant. Each of the Fourier filtering schemes
is tuned to preserve the recognizability of the objects. Our
main finding is that CNNs exhibit a tendency to latch onto
the Fourier image statistics of the training dataset, some-
times exhibiting up to a 28% generalization gap across the
various test sets. Moreover, we observe that significantly in-
creasing the depth of a network has a very marginal impact
on closing the aforementioned generalization gap. Thus
we provide quantitative evidence supporting the hypothesis
that deep CNNs tend to learn surface statistical regularities
in the dataset rather than higher-level abstract concepts.
1. Introduction
The generalization ability of a machine learning model
can be measured by evaluating its accuracy on a withheld
test set. For visual learning tasks, convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) [21] have become the de facto machine
learning model. These CNNs have achieved record break-
ing object recognition performance for the CIFAR-10 [1],
SVHN [26] and ImageNet [34] datasets, at times surpass-
ing human performance [13]. Therefore, on the one hand,
very deep CNN architectures have been designed which ob-
tain very good generalization performance. On the other
hand, it has been shown that these same CNNs exhibit an
extreme sensitivity to so-called adversarial examples [40].
These adversarial examples are perceptually quite similar
to the original, “clean” image. Indeed humans are able to
correctly classify the adversarial image with relative ease,
whereas the CNNs predict the wrong label, usually with
very high confidence. The sensitivity of high performance
CNNs to adversarial examples casts serious doubt that these
networks are actually learning high level abstract concepts
[6, 27]. This begs the following question: How can a net-
work that is not learning high level abstract concepts man-
age to generalize so well?
Roughly speaking, there are two ways in which a ma-
chine learning model can generalize well. The first way is
the ideal way: the model is trained in a manner that captures
high level abstractions in the dataset. The second way is
less than ideal: the model has a tendency to overfit to super-
ficial cues that are actually present in both the train and test
datasets; thus the statistical properties of the dataset plays a
key role. In this fashion, high performance generalization is
possible without actually explicitly learning any high level
concepts.
In Section 2 we discuss the generalization ability of a
machine learning model and its relation to the surface sta-
tistical regularities of the dataset. In particular, by drawing
on computer vision literature on the statistics of natural im-
ages, we believe that it is possible for natural image train
and test datasets to share many superficial cues. This leads
us to postulate our main hypothesis: the current incarna-
tion of deep neural networks has a tendency to learn sur-
face statistical regularities in the dataset. In Section 3 we
discuss related work.
To test our hypothesis, we will quantitatively measure
this tendency. To this end, for a dataset X it is sufficient to
construct a perturbation map F :
F : X 7→ X ′, (1)
which satisfies the following properties:
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1. Object Recognizability is preserved. Given a clean im-
age x ∈ X and its perturbation x′ ∈ X ′, the recogniz-
ability of the object in the images x and x′ is almost ex-
actly preserved from the perspective of a human. This
guarantees that X,X ′ share the same high level con-
cepts.
2. Qualitatively Different Surface Regularities. While the
recognizability of the objects is roughly preserved by
the perturbation map F , the datasets X and X ′ also
exhibit qualitatively different image statistics. In com-
bination with the first property, this guarantees that the
two datasets X,X ′ share the same high level abstrac-
tions but may exhibit different superficial cues.
3. Existence of a non-trivial generalization gap. Given
the clean dataset {(Xtrain, Ytrain), (Xtest, Ytest)},
the map F produces another dataset
{(X ′train, Ytrain), (X ′test, Ytest)}. Now we simply
measure the test accuracy of a deep CNN trained
on either Xtrain or X ′train on both Xtest and X
′
test
and compute the corresponding generalization gap.
A good perturbation map F is one in which the
generalization gap is non-trivial.
In Section 4, we show that a natural candidate for these
maps F are maps which are defined by Fourier filtering.
We define two types of Fourier filtering schemes: radial and
random. Each of these schemes has a parameter that needs
to be tuned: for the radial filter we must define the radius
of the mask, and for the random filter we must define the
probability of setting a Fourier mode to zero in a uniformly
random fashion. We will present our tuned Fourier filter
maps for the SVHN and CIFAR-10 datasets. In addition we
present visual evidence that the recognizability of the ob-
jects in the filtered datasets is extremely robust to the human
eye. Due to the fact that we are Fourier filtering, the filtered
datasets will by construction exhibit different image statis-
tics. Thus we are able to produce filtered/perturbed training
and test datasets which share the same high level perceptual
content as the original datasets but exhibit qualitatively dif-
ferent surface statistical regularities, e.g. the Fourier image
statistics.
In Section 5 we present generalization experiments
which are designed to test our main hypothesis.
High performance CNNs are trained on one of the
{Xunfiltered, Xradial, Xrandom} datasets and the test ac-
curacy is evaluated on all the other test distributions. We
show a general pattern of the deep CNN models exhibiting
a tendency to latch onto the surface statistical regularities of
the training dataset, sometimes exhibiting up to a 28% gap
in test accuracy. Another striking result was that CNNs
trained on Xunfiltered generalized quite poorly to Xradial,
to which we report a generalization gap upwards of 18%.
Moreover, increasing the depth of the CNN in a significant
manner (going from 92 layers to 200 layers) has a very
small effect on closing the generalization gap.
Our last set of experiments involves training on the fully
augmented training set, which now enjoys a variance of its
Fourier image statistics. We note that this sort of data aug-
mentation was able to close the generalization gap. How-
ever, we stress that it is doubtful that this sort of data aug-
mentation scheme is sufficient to enable a machine learn-
ing model to truly learn the semantic concepts present in
a dataset. Rather this sort of data augmentation scheme is
analogous to adversarial training [40, 9]: there is a non-
trivial regularization benefit, but it is not a solution to the
underlying problem of not learning high level semantic con-
cepts, nor do we aim to present it as such.
In Section 6 we present our conclusion that our empir-
ical results provide evidence for the claim that the current
incarnation of deep neural networks are not actually learn-
ing high level abstractions. Finally we highlight promising
new research directions towards this goal.
2. Generalization and Surface Statistical Reg-
ularities
In this section we wish to reconcile two seemingly inhar-
monious yet individually valid (in their respective contexts)
claims about the generalization properties of deep CNNs:
1. Claim #1: Deep CNNs are generalizing extremely well
to an unseen test set.
2. Claim #2: General sensitivity to adversarial examples
show that deep CNNs are not truly capturing abstrac-
tions in the dataset.
One key intuition to understand the above two claims is
to recognize that there is actually a strong statistical rela-
tionship between image statistics and visual understanding.
For example [43] explored the relationship between image
statistics and visual scene categorization. They were actu-
ally able to use image statistics to predict the presence or
absence of objects in an image of a natural scene. In [31],
the authors placed synthetic, rendered objects into statisti-
cally unlikely to occur yet natural looking backgrounds. For
example Figure 2 of [31] depicts a car floating at an angle
in a grassy area with clouds in the background. They then
used these synthetic images to test the invariance of various
visual features for object recognition, one example being
the sensitivity of object recognition to covariation with the
background. To this end, they hypothesize that computer
vision algorithms may “...lean heavily on background fea-
tures to perform categorization.”
Therefore, when the training and test set share similar
image statistics, it is wholly possibly for a machine learning
model to learn superficial cues and generalize well, albeit
in a very narrow sense as they are highly dependent on the
image statistics. Adversarial examples would be destroying
the superficial cues. We believe that this is precisely how
deep CNNs can attain record breaking generalization per-
formance on all sorts of natural image tasks, and yet can be
so sensitive to adversarial perturbations. Most importantly,
the above reasoning can explain how a machine learning
model can actually generalize well without ever having to
explicitly learn abstract concepts. To this end, we formally
state our main hypothesis:
The current incarnation of deep neural net-
works exhibit a tendency to learn surface statis-
tical regularities as opposed to higher level ab-
stractions in the dataset. For tasks such as object
recognition, due to the strong statistical proper-
ties of natural images, these superficial cues that
the deep neural network have learned are suffi-
cient for high performance generalization, but
in a narrow distributional sense.
Having stated our main hypothesis, we feel the need to
stress that it is not fair to compare the generalization per-
formance of CNN to a human being. In contrast to a
CNN, a human being is exposed to an incredibly diverse
range of lighting conditions, viewpoint variations, occlu-
sions, among a myriad of other factors.
3. Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to con-
sider using Fourier filtering for the purpose of measuring
the tendency of CNNs to learn surface statistical regulari-
ties in the dataset. With respect to related work, we high-
light [17] which showed that CNNs trained on the clean
MNIST, CIFAR-10 and GTSRB [39] datasets generalize
quite poorly to the so-called “negative” test sets, where the
test images have negated brightness intensities. The major
difference from [17] and our work is that negative images
are known to be more challenging for the task of object
recognition for human beings, we refer to [12, 30, 8, 29]
and the numerous references therein. Indeed from [12] we
quote: “...negative images containing low-frequency com-
ponents were considerably more difficult to recognize than
the corresponding positive images.” From [7, 4], we know
that natural images tend to have the bulk of their Fourier
spectrum concentrated on the low to mid range frequencies.
To this end, we view our Fourier filtering scheme as a better
principled scheme than image negation with respect to pre-
serving the recognizability of the objects. Finally [17] em-
ploys CNN models for the CIFAR-10 which attain a maxi-
mum test accuracy of about 84% while we use a more mod-
ern and up to date CNN model, regularly achieving 95%
test accuracy for the CIFAR-10, much closer to the current
state of the art.
The problems of transfer learning [44, 37, 38] and do-
main adaptation [35, 10] both investigate the generalization
ability of deep neural networks. However we believe the
more relevant research literature is coming from adversar-
ial examples. Originally introduced and analyzed for the
MNIST dataset in [40], adversarial examples have sparked
a flurry of research activity. The original work [40] showed
that it is not only possible to generate adversarial examples
which fool a given network, these adversarial examples ac-
tually transfer across different network architectures. [9]
further explored the transferability of adversarial examples
for the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets, and [23] was able
to show the existence of a universal adversarial noise for
ImageNet dataset. The universal adversarial noise is image
agnostic, e.g. is able to be applied to a wide range of images
and still fool various networks.
As a response to these adversarial examples, there have
been various attempts to increase the robustness of deep
neural networks to adversarial perturbations. [28] employed
defensive-distillation. [11] used so-called contractive net-
works. Moreover, [11] posited that the core problem with
adversarial examples emanates from the current training
setup used in deep learning, rather than the network archi-
tecture. Along these lines, [5] obtained promising results by
modifying the training regime of SGD by forcing the con-
volutional layers to be approximate Parseval tight frames
[19]. This method led to state of the art performance on
the CIFAR-10/100 as well as the SVHN dataset while also
increasing the robustness of the network to adversarial ex-
amples. Similarly in [33] the training loop is modified to
improve robustness to adversarial examples. Specifically
[33] modifies SGD by rescaling the batch gradients and re-
ports an increased robustness to adversarial examples for
the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets, though the CIFAR-10
models suffer a non-trivial degradation in clean test accu-
racy.
The most popular adversarial robustness method has
been adversarial training [9, 22, 24, 36, 40, 20]. Adver-
sarial training methods all rely on data augmentation: the
training data set is augmented with adversarial examples.
In general we comment that these methods tend to rely on
a certain adversarial example generation technique. Thus
these methods are not guaranteed to be robust to adversarial
examples generated from some alternate method. To this
end, [6, 27] cast doubt that supervised CNNs are actually
learning semantic concepts in the datasets.
4. Robustness of Object Recognition to Fourier
Filtering
The surface statistical regularities we will be concerned
with are the Fourier image statistics of a dataset. While nat-
ural images are known to exhibit a huge variance in the raw
pixel space, it has been shown [7, 4] that the Fourier im-
age statistics of natural images obey a power law decay: the
power P (w) of a Fourier mode (also referred to as a fre-
quency) w decays ∝ A|w|2−η for some A and η which varies
over the image types, but η is typically small. An immedi-
ate takeaway is that natural images tend to have the bulk of
their Fourier spectrum concentrated in the low to medium
range frequencies. Due to this power law concentration
of energy in the frequency space, it is possible to perform
certain types of Fourier filtering and preserve much of the
perceptual content of an image.
In this section we define our Fourier filtering setup and
present visual evidence that while the Fourier filtering pro-
cess does indeed introduce artifacts and does degrade the
quality of the image, the recognizability of the objects in
the image is still quite robust from a human point of view.
For a given dataset (X,Y ) (which can represent either the
train or test dataset), we have the following:
• (X,Y ) itself, the unfiltered version.
• (Xradial, Y ), the low frequency filtered version. We
use a radial mask in the Fourier domain to set higher
frequency modes to zero.
• (Xrandom, Y ), the randomly filtered version. We use
a random mask which uniformly at random sets a
Fourier mode to zero with probability p. The random
mask is generated once and applied to all the elements
of X .
Let X ∈ RH×W denote a H × W shaped image with
only 1 color channel. Recall that the 2D Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) [3] of X , denoted F(X) is defined as:
F(X)[k, l] := 1√
HW
H−1∑
h=0
W−1∑
w=0
X[w, h]e−j2pi(
wk
W +
lh
H ),
(2)
for k = 0, . . . ,W − 1, l = 0, . . . ,H − 1, and j = √−1.
If X is an RGB image, so it has C = 3 channels, we then
compute the DFT for each image channel. We will further-
more consider the shifted DFT in which the DC component
is located in the center of the H ×W matrix as opposed to
the (0, 0) index. We let F−1(X) denote the inverse FFT of
X , composed with the appropriate inverse spectral shift.
In this article, we will consider two types of Fourier fil-
tering schemes:
• Radial masking. This scheme is parameterized by the
mask radius r. We will require that each of our images
X have height H and width W of even length. The
radial mask Mr is defined as:
Mr[i, j] :=
{
1 if ‖(i, j)− (W/2, H/2)‖`2 ≤ r,
0 otherwise.
(3)
We use ‖x − y‖`2 to denote the `2 distance between
the vectors x and y. The mask Mr is applied across
the channels.
For an unfiltered dataset X , we define Xradial as:
Xradial := F−1(F(X) ◦Mr), (4)
where ◦ denotes the element-wise Hadamard product.
• Uniformly random masking. This scheme is parame-
terized by a drop probability p. We will generate a ran-
dom mask Mp once, and then apply the same random
mask to each of the DFTs. The mask Mp is defined as:
Mp[c, i, j] :=
{
0 with probability p,
1 otherwise.
(5)
Note that we do not have the same random mask
per channel. For an unfiltered dataset X , we define
Xrandom as:
Xrandom := F−1(F(X) ◦Mp), (6)
For the rest of the section we will present which mask ra-
dius and random masking probability hyperparameters were
used for the SVHN and CIFAR-10 natural image datasets.
Note that we did not use the MNIST dataset due to its ex-
treme sparsity which results in very low recognizability of
the digits after Fourier filtering.
4.1. SVHN
Figure 1: The first image in each column corresponds to the
Fourier mask in frequency space. A white pixel corresponds
to preserving the Fourier mode, black/color corresponds to
setting it to zero. Top row: No Fourier filtering applied,
original SVHN images. Middle row: Radial mask and the
corresponding filtered images. Bottom row: Random mask
and the corresponding filtered images. Best viewed in color.
For the SVHN dataset, the images have spatial shape
(32, 32) with 3 color channels corresponding to RGB. For
the radial masking we used a mask radius of 4.25 and for
random masking we used p = 0.1. In Figure 1 we show
the masks and a comparison between unfiltered and filtered
images. We notice that while both the radial and random fil-
ters produce some visual artifacts, and some random masks
can actually result in noticeable color distortions, the over-
all recognizability of the digits is quite robust.
4.2. CIFAR-10
Figure 2: The first image in each column corresponds to the
Fourier mask in frequency space. A white pixel corresponds
to preserving the Fourier mode, black/color corresponds to
setting it to zero. Top row: No Fourier filtering applied,
original CIFAR-10 images. Middle row: Radial mask and
the corresponding filtered images. Bottom row: Random
mask and the corresponding filtered images. Best viewed in
color.
For the CIFAR-10, the images have spatial shape
(32, 32) with 3 color channels corresponding to RGB. For
the radial masking we used a mask radius of 11.0 and for
random masking we used p = 0.1. In Figure 2 we show
the masks and a comparison between unfiltered and filtered
images. Observe that while there are undoubtedly artifacts
that arise from our Fourier filters, the recognizability of the
objects is quite robust to the human eye. Furthermore, the
artifacts that do occur have a tendency to actually occur in
the background of the image or cause minimal degradation
to the recognizability of the object. Refer to the Supplemen-
tary Materials for more visual examples.
5. Generalization Experiments
In this section we present our generalization experi-
ments. Our generalization experiments consists of the
following: for the CIFAR-10 and SVHN datasets, we
take some established high-performance CNN architectures
(while they are not state of the art, they are typically very
close to state of the art performance) and train them on one
of the following: {Xunfilteredtrain , Xradialtrain , Xrandomtrain } and then
test the accuracy of each of these trained models on all of
the following test sets {Xunfilteredtest , Xradialtest , Xrandomtest }. We
refer to a test gap or a generalization gap as the maximum
difference of the accuracy on the various test sets. For the
CIFAR-10 and SVHN datasets, we use exactly the parame-
terized Fourier filtering setups from Section 4.
For both the SVHN and CIFAR-10 experiments we
trained a Preact ResNet [15] with Bottleneck architecture
of depth 92 and 200 using the so-called “HeNormal” ini-
tialization from [14], using a random seed of 0. For format-
ting purposes, we only show graphical plots for the very
deepest highest performance (Preact-ResNet-200) model
and merely summarize the Preact-ResNet-92 models per-
formance in a table. We include the full graphical plots for
the depth 92 model in the Supplementary Materials.
In general, none of the training sets generalized univer-
sally well to the various test sets. So we also trained on the
fully augmented training set:
Xaugmentedtrain := X
unfiltered
train ∪Xradialtrain ∪Xrandomtrain (7)
and then measured the generalization performance on the
various test sets.
5.1. SVHN Experiments
For the SVHN dataset we follow the convention of [45]:
we combine the original training set and the extra dataset to
form a new training set and we normalize all the pixel inten-
sities to [0,1] by dividing all the values by 255.0. Otherwise,
no other form of data augmentation or pre-processing was
used.
We train the ResNets for 40 epochs using Nesterov mo-
mentum [25] with an initial learning rate of 0.01 with mo-
mentum parameter 0.9. The training batchsize was 128, the
L2 regularization parameter was 0.0005 and we decayed the
learning rate at epochs 20 and 30 by dividing by 10.
In Figure 3 we present the generalization plots for the
Preact-ResNet-200 trained on the unfiltered, randomly fil-
tered and radially filtered training sets. In Figure 4 we
present the graphical plot of the generalization curves for
the Preact-ResNet-200 trained on the fully augmented train-
ing set. Finally in Figure 5 we present the SVHN general-
ization error table for both the Preact-ResNet-92 and the
Preact-ResNet-200 model.
From these figures we observe that when trained on the
unfiltered data and tested on the radially filtered test data,
the networks exhibited a generalization gap of about 6.4%.
Furthermore, when the nets were trained on the randomly
filtered data, these networks had the worst generalization
gap at approximately 7.89%, again for the radially filtered
test set. Training on the radially filtered dataset seems to
enjoy a regularization benefit with respect to the unfiltered
test set, actually generalizing nearly 1.5% better on the un-
filtered test set than the radially filtered test set. We ob-
serve that the networks trained on the radially filtered data
tend to have the lowest generalization gap, and furthermore
that training on the augmented training set reduced the gen-
eralization gap. One general theme was that regardless of
the training set, depth seemed to have a negligible effect on
closing the generalization gap.
5.2. CIFAR-10 Experiments
For the CIFAR-10 we perform global contrast normal-
ization (zero-centering the training set and dividing by the
(a) Trained on Unfiltered SVHN
(b) Trained on Randomly Filtered SVHN
(c) Trained on Radially Filtered SVHN
Figure 3: Generalization plots for Preact-ResNet-Bottleneck-200
model. (a) Trained on unfiltered SVHN. (b) Trained on randomly
filtered SVHN data. (c) Trained on radially filtered SVHN data.
Best viewed in color.
Figure 4: Augmented SVHN Training plots for ResNet-200. Best
viewed in color.
Train/Test Unfilt. Radial Random Gen. Gap
Unfilt. 1.95% 8.41% 2.68% 6.46%
Radial 3.50% 5.07% 5.67% 2.17%
Random 4.01% 11.90% 2.04% 7.89%
Augmented 2.11% 5.06% 2.15% 2.95%
(a) Preact-ResNet-Bottleneck-92 SVHN Generalization
Train/Test Unfilt. Radial Random Gen. Gap
Unfilt. 1.88% 8.31% 2.42% 6.43%
Radial 3.56% 4.90% 4.77% 1.34%
Random 2.95% 9.85% 1.96% 7.89%
Augmented 1.94% 4.87% 2.06% 2.93%
(b) Preact-ResNet-Bottleneck-200 SVHN Generalization
Figure 5: SVHN Generalization Table. The train indicates what
the training set was, the test indicates the test set. Final test error
is listed and the corresponding generalization gap.
pixel-wise standard deviation) and augment via horizontal
flips. During training we pad each 32x32 image with zeros
to a 40x40 image and extract a random 32x32 crop.
We train the ResNets for 100 epochs with an initial learn-
ing rate of 0.01, which we boost up to 0.1 after 400 updates.
The momentum parameter is 0.9. The training batchsize
was 128, the L2 regularization parameter was 0.0001 and
we decayed the learning rate at epochs 50 and 75 by di-
viding by 10. For the augmented models we trained a bit
longer: 120 epochs with learning rate decays at epochs 60
and 80.
The CIFAR-10 generalization experiments otherwise are
exactly the same setup as the SVHN generalization experi-
ments from the previous section. In Figure 6 we present the
generalization plots for the Preact-ResNet-200 trained on
the unfiltered, randomly filtered and radially filtered train-
(a) Trained on Unfiltered CIFAR-10
(b) Trained on Randomly Filtered CIFAR-10
(c) Trained on Radially Filtered CIFAR-10
Figure 6: Generalization plots for Preact-ResNet-Bottleneck-200
model. (a) Trained on unfiltered CIFAR-10 data. (b) Trained on
randomly filtered CIFAR-10 data. (c) Trained on radially filtered
CIFAR-10 data. Best viewed in color.
Figure 7: Preact-ResNet-200 trained on Fully Augmented
CIFAR-10. Best viewed in color.
Train/Test Unfilt. Radial Random Gen. Gap
Unfilt. 5.54% 25.75% 12.31% 20.21%
Radial 6.91% 7.91% 18.45% 11.54%
Random 7.12% 35.03% 6.76% 28.27%
Augmented 5.85% 7.89% 6.74% 2.04%
(a) Preact-ResNet-Bottleneck-92 CIFAR-10 Generalization
Train/Test Unfilt. Radial Random Gen. Gap
Unfilt. 5.22% 23.37% 11.26% 18.15%
Radial 6.35% 7.07% 17.09% 10.74%
Random 6.47% 34.19% 5.9% 28.29%
Augmented 5.37% 7.25% 6.3% 1.88%
(b) Preact-ResNet-Bottleneck-200 CIFAR-10 Generalization
Figure 8: CIFAR-10 Generalization Table. The train indicates
what the training set was, the test indicates the test set. Final test
error is listed and the corresponding generalization gap.
ing sets. In Figure 7 we present the generalization plots
for the Preact-ResNet-200 trained on the fully augmented
CIFAR-10 dataset, and in Figure 8 we summarize all the
exact error rates for the CIFAR-10 experiments.
From these figures we observe that when trained on the
unfiltered data, the networks exhibited a generalization gap
when tested on the radially filtered test set, of about 18-
20%, much larger than the analogous gap for the SVHN
dataset. Furthermore, when the nets were trained on the
randomly filtered data, these networks again had the worst
generalization gap at over 28%, again for the radially fil-
tered test set. The networks trained on the radially filtered
data tend to have the lowest generalization gap, and further-
more that training on the augmented training set reduces the
generalization gap. Similar to the SVHN experimental re-
sults, depth seemed to have a negligible effect on closing
the generalization gap.
5.3. Discussion
We now wish to synthesize the experimental results pre-
sented in the previous sections. First we extend our claim
that human object recognizability is robust to Fourier fil-
tered image data to the claim that: the neural networks
trained on the Fourier filtered datasets (both the radial and
random filtered datasets) actually generalized quite well to
the unfiltered test set. Indeed, from the tables in Figures 5
and 8, we highlight the fact that the nets that were trained
on the random and radial datasets were only off by 1-2%
of the best unfiltered test accuracy. This suggests that our
choice of Fourier filtering schemes produced datasets that
are perceptually not too far off from the original unfiltered
dataset.
Despite the differences of the Fourier image statistics of
the SVHN and CIFAR-10 datasets, as we noted previously,
our SVHN and CIFAR-10 generalization experiments were
of a nearly identical qualitative nature. We see that deep
CNNs trained on an unfiltered natural image dataset exhibit
a tendency to latch onto the image statistics of the training
set, yielding a non-trivial generalization gap. The degree
of this generalization gap can vary, ranging from 7-8% for
the SVHN to over 18% for the CIFAR-10. Depth does not
seem to have any real effect on reducing the observed gen-
eralization gaps. More generally, we note that there is no
particular training set which generalizes universally well to
all the test sets, though the radially filtered train set did tend
to have the smaller generalization gap.
When training on the fully augmented training set, we
observe an improvement in the generalization gap. How-
ever, we cast doubt on the notion that this sort of data aug-
mentation scheme is sufficient to learn higher level semantic
features in the dataset. Rather it is far more likely that the
CNNs are learning a superficial robustness to the varying
image statistics. To this end, we draw an analogy to adver-
sarial training: augmenting the training set with a specific
subset of adversarial examples does not make the network
immune to adversarial examples in general.
6. Conclusion
We are motivated by an oddity of CNNs: on the one
hand they exhibit excellent generalization performance on
difficult visual tasks, while on the other hand they exhibit
an extreme sensitivity to adversarial examples. This sensi-
tivity to adversarial examples suggests that these CNNs are
not learning semantic concepts in the dataset. The goal of
this article is to understand how a machine learning model
can manage to generalize well without actually learning any
high level semantics.
Drawing upon computer vision literature on the statisti-
cal regularity of natural images, we believe that it is pos-
sible for natural image training and test datasets to share
many superficial cues. By learning these superficial cues, a
machine learning model would be able to sidestep the issue
of high level concept learning and generalize well. To this
end, we posed our main hypothesis: the current incarnation
of deep neural networks have a tendency to learn surface
statistical regularities as opposed to high level abstractions.
To measure this tendency, we claim it is sufficient to
construct a map F that perturbs a dataset in such a way
that: 1) the recognizability of the objects/high level abstrac-
tions are almost entirely preserved from a human perspec-
tive while 2) the clean and perturbed datasets differ only
in terms of their superficial statistical regularities. In this
article, we show that appropriately tuned Fourier filtering
satisfies these properties.
In our experimental results, we show that CNNs trained
on a dataset with one class of Fourier image statistics in
general do not generalize universally well to test distribu-
tions exhibiting qualitatively different types of Fourier im-
age statistics. In some cases we are able to show an up to
28% gap in test accuracy. Furthermore, increasing the depth
does not have a significant effect on closing this so-called
generalization gap. We believe that this provides evidence
for our main hypothesis.
While training on the fully augmented training set with
the unfiltered and Fourier filtered datasets does have a sig-
nificant impact on closing the generalization gap, we do not
believe that this sort of data augmentation is sufficient for
learning higher level abstractions in the dataset. It may be
possible to generate some other perturbation of the dataset
that yields a new generalization gap.
With respect to promising new directions to solve the
high level abstraction learning problem, recent work like
[42, 18] aim to learn good disentangled feature represen-
tations by combining unsupervised learning and reinforce-
ment learning. In [16] a variational setup is used to learn
visual concepts and [32] aims to learn abstract relations be-
tween objects in natural scene images. More generally, new
proposals such as [2] aim to transition away from making
predictions in the perceptual space and instead operate in
the higher order abstract space. We believe these are all
novel directions towards a deep neural architecture that can
learn high level abstractions.
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A. Additional Fourier Filtered Images
A.1. SVHN
In Figure 9 we present more pictures of Fourier filtered
SVHN images. We present a random mask which can result
in color deformations. We show 2 randomly chosen images
for each label.
A.2. CIFAR-10
In Figure 10 we present more pictures of Fourier filtered
CIFAR-10 images. We present a random mask which can
result in color deformations. We show 2 randomly chosen
images for each label.
B. Preact-ResNet-92 Experimental Plots
In this section we share our Preact-ResNet-92 graphical
plots.
Figure 9: The first image in each row corresponds to the Fourier
mask in frequency space. A white pixel corresponds to preserv-
ing the Fourier mode, black/color corresponds to setting it to zero.
Best viewed in color.
B.1. SVHN
In Figures 11 and 12 we show the Preact-ResNet-92
plots for the SVHN datasets.
B.2. CIFAR-10
In Figures 13 and 14 we show the Preact-ResNet-92
plots for the SVHN datasets.
Figure 10: The first image in each row corresponds to a Fourier
mask in frequency space. A white pixel corresponds to preserv-
ing the Fourier mode, black/color corresponds to setting it to zero.
Best viewed in color.
(a) Trained on Unfiltered SVHN
(b) Trained on Randomly Filtered SVHN
(c) Trained on Radially Filtered SVHN
Figure 11: Generalization plots for Preact-ResNet-Bottleneck-92
model. (a) Trained on unfiltered SVHN. (b) Trained on randomly
filtered SVHN data. (c) Trained on radially filtered SVHN data.
Best viewed in color.
Figure 12: Preact-ResNet-92 Trained on Fully Augmented
SVHN. Best reviewed in color.
(a) Trained on Unfiltered CIFAR-10
(b) Trained on Randomly Filtered CIFAR-10
(c) Trained on Radially Filtered CIFAR-10
Figure 13: Generalization plots for Preact-ResNet-Bottleneck-92
model. (a) Trained on unfiltered CIFAR-10 data. (b) Trained on
randomly filtered CIFAR-10 data. (c) Trained on radially filtered
CIFAR-10 data. Best viewed in color.
Figure 14: Preact-ResNet-92 Trained on Fully Augmented
CIFAR-10. Best viewed in color.
